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6.1. Notice of Motion 09/24: Neutral Bay Village - Low to Mid-Rise Housing Reform - Crs Spenceley & Bourke

6.1. Notice of Motion 09/24: Neutral Bay Village - Low to Mid-Rise Housing 
Reform - Crs Spenceley & Bourke

1. THAT Council notes the invalid response provided by Council staff to the Department of 
Planning, Housing, and Infrastructure (DPHI) on 15 May 2024 in response to the Station and 
Town Centre Selection Form and the failure to implement a lawful resolution of 
Council made on 12 February 2024.
2. THAT Council notes the response fails to positively implement Council’s resolved position 
and serves to undermine Council’s resolved position. 
3.THAT Council writes to the DPHI to formally rescind its earlier response to the Station and 
Town Centre Selection Form, requesting acknowledgement of the recission from the DPHI.
4. THAT Council resolves to submit a transparent and authorised response to the Station 
and Town Centre Selection Form, that represents the Council resolution dated 12 February 
2024, including justifications to demonstrate that Neutral Bay is unsuitable for inclusion, 
including addressing the DPHI criteria as well as the assessment of the town centre 
including:
• transport capacity including:

o lack of train service
o the quality and capacity of bus service

• the extended linear nature of the Village and resulting difficulty in access
• Council’s existing and further commitment to high quality place-based planning
5. THAT the CEO facilitates an industry appropriate review of the internal process that 
resulted in a submission on the Station and Town Centre Selection Form that was contrary to 
Council’s resolved position. 
6. THAT the CEO reports back to Council on all appropriate measures to rectify the relevant 
contravention and documents actions and improvements to strengthen Council processes.

Chief Executive Officer Note – 17 June 2024

Introduction

The following commentary and information are provided to assist Councillors in their 
consideration of a proposed Notice of Motion concerning the Council’s position on the State 
Government’s Low to Mid-rise housing reforms.

This note is aimed to provide Councillors with a brief of Council Officers’ actions in response 
to Council’s resolution of 12 February 2024, along with the response to concerns raised by 
the community.

Background

NSW State Government housing reforms were released in December 2023 with an exhibition 
period from 15 December 2023 to 23 February 2024. 
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In response, Council staff drafted a Council report which was considered by Council on 12 
February 2024.  At the meeting, Council resolved to refrain from identifying any E1 centres or 
MU1 zones as “town centre precincts”.  

To assist with the community’s understanding of the proposed housing reforms, a community 
information forum was held 14 February 2024, with concerns captured during the session 
incorporated into Council’s submission which was lodged 23 February 2024 (copy attached).

On 8 May 2024, the NSW Government released a ‘Low and Mid-Rise Housing Policy 
Refinement Paper’ to Council staff, including more specific criteria for “town centres” than 
initially exhibited.

The details and direction in relation to the ‘Low-and Mid-Rise Housing Policy refinement 
Paper’ were included in a briefing to Councillors on Monday 20 May 2023.

Interactions between NSC senior staff and State Government 

On 8 May 2024, the Department of Planning, Housing, and Infrastructure (DPHI) requested a 
workshop meeting with Council officers.  Attached to their meeting request was a Low- and 
Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form accompanied by the Low-and Mid-
Rise Housing Policy Refinement Paper.  

The Low-and Mid-Rise Housing Policy Refinement Paper was released following DPHI 
consideration of submissions made. This paper included Section 2.2.5 ‘Initial list of town 
centres’ inclusion criteria, including the presence of a full-line supermarket and regular bus 
service.  

In preparation for the workshop with DPHI, Council officers were requested to complete a 
form for each location within North Sydney outlining, based on planning assessments, 
whether the location met the policy criteria for inclusion as a station and town centre 
precinct.

Council officers assessed each of the seven (7) Station Precincts and the seven (7) centre 
precincts of Cammeray Square Shopping Centre, Cremorne (MU zoned area only), Crows Nest 
(North Sydney side), Milsons Point, Neutral Bay, North Sydney, and St Leonards (North Sydney 
side) against the policy criteria outlined in the refinement paper.

For each of the centre responses, Council Officers made a clear recommendation except for 
Neutral Bay.

Council officers were conflicted in making the assessment against the selection criteria due 
to the centre predominantly meeting the criteria outlined in the refinement paper. The 
difficulty in making a recommendation in this instance was that, outside of bus capacity 
arguments, the key argument for Neutral Bay not being included in the policy as a town centre 
is both the linear nature of the shopping strip, and the recent and extensive place-based 
planning already undertaken. Neither of these arguments were included within the 
refinement paper under 2.2.3 criteria for further exclusion.
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A review of the circumstances on which the form was completed was undertaken. It was 
found that the form was completed within a short period of time ahead of a meeting with 
DPIE. Council officers did not complete the form on the basis that it was to be an extensive 
response or an official and formal nomination form for the purposes of inclusion within the 
policy; Council officers completed the form on the basis that it was requested by DPHI to 
identify contentious town centres for further discussion within the meeting to follow.  

On the basis that Neutral Bay predominately met the town centre criteria, staff responded 
‘YES – as per criteria only – contrary to council resolution’. Further detail including relevant 
information to the selection criteria and criteria for exclusion was provided in the ‘key 
reasons’ column. Council’s resolution was again expressed in this column.

While it is noted that the ‘key reasons’ column was only required if the initial answer was 
‘NO’, it is noted that Council officers provided commentary for all centres regardless of 
whether this nomination was ‘YES’ or ‘NO’.

While consistent with a planning assessment of the criteria, the wording of ‘YES’ for Neutral 
Bay inclusion is inconsistent with Council’s resolution adopting a position to refrain from 
identifying MU zones as ‘town centre’ precincts.  This has understandably created concern 
within the community that the content of the form is to be used as a nomination or 
endorsement of Neutral Bay as a ‘Town Centre precinct’. No recommendation was made by 
Council officers in relation to Neutral Bay on the form, as had been done with all other 
centres.  

This was due to the conflict that existed between the selection criteria and Councils argument 
against the centre being included, i.e., the linear nature of the shopping strip and the recent 
and extensive place-based planning undertaken in the centre. DPHI had requested the form 
be completed to assist in focusing the conversation of the meeting to follow. By not making 
a recommendation and by identifying that the assessment conflicted with councils’ position, 
Council officers deferred the argument to the meeting.

It is acknowledged that the response to the form should have been ‘NO’ regardless of the 
satisfaction of the eligibility criteria to ensure clarity regarding council’s position.  

However, this form should not be considered in isolation of representations made through 
formal written submission and representations made at the meeting with DPIE, which have 
been consistent with Council’s resolution.

Council’s resolution and position in relation to Neutral Bay has been made clear in the 
submission to DPHI lodged 23 February 2024, and subsequently published. Further, in the 
meeting held between Council Officers and DPHI, the case against the town centre criteria as 
published in the refinement paper has been made clearly - specifically, the extended linear 
nature of the shopping strip and the recent place-based planning. In the subsequent meeting, 
an argument was made against the eligibility criteria contained within the refinement paper.
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The completion of the DPHI feedback form, with the benefit of hindsight, should have been 
completed differently however the intention of Council Officers was not to undermine 
Council’s position. The focus of the argument made by Council Officers was with the selection 
criteria itself as it applied to Neutral Bay. The intent of Council’s resolved position has been 
upheld consistently throughout the post-exhibition.

Upon the concerns being raised with the Mayor, the Mayor wrote to the Secretary of DPHI to 
clarify and confirm Council’s position in relation to this matter.

Meeting held between DPHI and Council Officers held 17 May 2024.

Council officers report that at the commencement of the meeting, it was reiterated that the 
responses provided in the pre-meeting form were made based on the revised criteria set by 
the Department of Planning but did not represent proper strategic planning for growth and 
change nor Council’s position. In addition, it was reconfirmed that, even though some of the 
centres appear to meet the DPHI criteria, Council did not support this blanket approach for 
the centres or station catchments. Throughout the meeting, whilst respectful and 
professional, a robust exchange of differing views took place. 

With respect to Neutral Bay specifically, it was highlighted that Council had recently exhibited 
a planning study for the area and reinforced that this was the preferred way to manage and 
guide growth. Council staff also raised specific concerns regarding accessibility levels within 
Neutral Bay, particularly the already challenged bus capacity. In addition, it was challenged 
that the extended linear nature (along Military Road) of the mixed-use zoned areas of Neutral 
Bay and Cremorne did not provide a sufficient planning basis for eligibility to bluntly apply 
widespread uplift in the surrounding 400 and 800m catchments as proposed.

Other matters discussed at the meeting, and for which clarity was sought, were around the 
practical application of any reforms including methodology for measurement of catchments, 
whether mapping would be undertaken, and the clearly unresolved policy position on 
heritage and character considerations. Questions were also asked on timing, staging, and 
whether a detailed response to Council’s specific concerns would be forthcoming and how 
any changes would be communicated to the public.

Concerns raised by community and response.

Community concerns, requests, and complaints are a normal and regular occurrence within 
NSW Local Government.  

This concern was initially raised with the Mayor, who took the following actions:
- responding to community members;
- writing to the Deputy Secretary of DPHI confirming Councils position; and
- requesting the CEO investigate the matter. 

As CEO, I was unaware that this matter had been raised with any other Councillor or that 
concerns were held by Councillors. Typically, when a matter is brought to my attention, I 
investigate firstly to ensure that any information provided to Councillors is fully informed.
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The timeline of events has been as follows:
Tuesday 11 June: concerns raised by community in relation to council representations.
Tuesday 11 June: Mayor responds to community questions and concerns.
Tuesday 11 June: Mayor writes to Department Secretary, DPIE to confirm Council’s 

position. 
Tuesday 11 June: CEO meets with Council officers to discuss community concerns, and 

requests briefing on meeting held with DPHI, particularly as relevant to 
Neutral Bay.  

Wednesday 12 June: Request made for letter to be drafted to DPHI confirming content of 
meeting.

Wednesday 12 June: Extraordinary meeting request made to consider Notice of Motion.
Thursday 13 June: Mayor agrees to extraordinary meeting.
Thursday 13 June: Media Exclusive: Claim that NSC greenlighted state-led development of 

Neutral Bay over councillors’ opposition.
Thursday 13 June: CEO receives draft letter to DPHI outlining content of meeting for 

review. Letter now put on hold, and resources diverted to preparing for 
extraordinary meeting.

Summary

From an examination of relevant documentation and interviews with relevant staff, I am of 
the view that there has been no intentional undermining of Council’s resolved position. The 
completion of the DPHI feedback form, with the benefit of hindsight, should have been 
expressed differently however, with the exception of this form, the intent of Council’s 
resolved position has been upheld consistently throughout the post exhibition process. To 
address concerns regarding the wording of the pre-meeting form, a letter will be sent to DPHI 
confirming the position presented at the meeting.

The concerns raised have highlighted the sensitivities regarding interpretation of requests 
from DPHI regarding housing reforms. Council officers will be more careful in their 
interpretation of such requests in future.

The current environment of housing reforms, including the pace of these changes, has 
created considerable pressure on planning staff across the Greater Sydney area. The staff at 
North Sydney Council have worked diligently to analyse the impacts of these changes, assist 
the community understand the NSW Government’s proposals, and argue the Council’s 
position in relation to these reforms. I have full confidence in the efforts and ability of Council 
officers to support council’s position in relation to the NSW Government Housing Reforms.

Attachments:
1. Council submission – 24 pages
2. Refinement paper - 24 pages
3. DPHI selection criteria form - 12 pages
4. Correspondence Mayor to Deputy Secretary - DPHI 11 June 2024 – 2 pages
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23 February 2024

To whom it may concern,

RE: EIE - Creation of Low & Mid-rise Housing - Submission

I refer to the Department of Planning, Housing and lnfrastructure's (DPHI) recent exhibition of

an Explanation of lntended Effect (ElE) to create more low and mid-rise housing, with a request

for comments by 23 FebruarY 2024.

It is understood that this EIE is being progressed concurrently with the DPHI's Transit Oriented

Development (TOD) Program, which seeks to deliver similar outcomes, albeit on a much more

limited and focused application at 39 identified locations. Please note that North Sydney Council

(Council)will be making representations separately in response to that concurrent proposal'

Council considered the implications of the EIE at its meeting of 1-2 February 2024, where it

resolved to make a submission outlining its concerns. A copy of the Council report and its

resolution can be found at:

https://www. northsvd nev.nsw.gov.a u/cou ncil-meetings/247/12-02-2024-council-

meeting

Council acknowledges and understands the need to provide additional housing opportunities to

address the housing targets under the National Housing Accord. Council has been actively

seeking to increase its housing supply through the implementation of its endorsed Local

Strategic Planning Statement and Local Housing Strategy'

Whilst the Proposal's intent to increase residential densities around rail-based stations and town

centres aligns with best planning practice, Council strongly objects to the narrow, blunt and

generic blanket approach proposed. lncreasing housing density needs to be undertaken with

regard to a proper place-based planning approach to ensure that all opportunities, constraints

and relevant impacts are considered, including the views of affected communities, to ensure we

are delivering great and liveable places. Councils are best placed to undertake this planning and

implementation as they are well aware of the issues affecting their local areas.

lf the Proposal is implemented as exhibited, it is likely to result in the creation of a large number

of unintended consequences and could effectively take years or decades to resolve in a

responsibly a pproPriate waY.

Version: 1, Version Date: 26/03/2024
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1. Place-based Planning
Planning for growth is predicated on the principle of place-based planning. Such an approach
has been regularised from the Commonwealth Government level and downwards since at least
2012.

A place-based approach is about understanding the issues, interconnections and relationships
in a place and coordinating action and investment to improve the quality of life for that
community and guide any growth and change. ln particular, it:

is tailored in design or delivery, or both, and targeted to the specific circumstances
of a place to respond to complex and multi-faceted issues that are unable to be
resolved through universal (i.e. untailored) policy approaches;
engages the community as active participants in policy development and service
delivery;
is outcomes focussed and provides considerable flexibility on how outcomes will be
achieved; and
includes these important components:
o understanding of place,

o partnering with the community,
o all levels of government collaboratively working together,
o empowering people on the ground, and
o making change stick.

The Proposal appears to have only dealt with the first part of the third criteria above (is outcome
focussed) and ignores all the other criteria. Failing to adequately consider the other criteria will
result in places that are sub-par and not particularly nice to live in. This is due to the Proposal
ignoring that each situation will be different as the targeted localities may be affected by one or
more other constraints. Consideration needs to be given to the full gambit of capacity issues to
ensure that we create great and liveable places.

A place-based approach is also embedded in the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act,
1979 (EP&A Act). This is evidenced through its objectives at section L.3, which state (with
emphasis):

(o) to promote the social ond economic welfare of the communitv and o better
environment by the proper manogement, development ond conservotion of the
Stote's naturol ond other resources,

to facilitote ecologicolly sustainable development by inteqratino relevant economic,
environmentol ond sociol considerations in decision-moking about environmental
plonning ond ossessment,

to promote the orderlv ond economic use ond development of land,
to promote the delivery ond mointenance of offordoble housing,
to protect the environment, including the conservotion of threatened and other
species of notive onimols ond plonts, ecologicol communities and their habitots,
to promote the sustainable manoqement of built ond cultural heritoqe (including
Aborigi n a I cultu rol heritoge ),
to promote aood desiqn and omenitv of the built environment,
to promote the proper construction ond maintenonce of buildings, including the
protection ofthe heolth and sofety oftheir occuponts,
to promote the shoring of the responsibility for environmental planning ond
ossessment between the different levels ol government in the State,
to provide increosed opportunity for community porticipotion in environmentol
plonning ond ossessment.

(b)

a

a

a

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)

(i)

(i)
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ln addition, Division 3.1 to the EP&A Act sets out the need for and requirements for undertaking

strategic planning and how any statutory environmental planning instruments are to relate to

those strategic planning outcomes. Of particular note, is the requirement to prepare Regional

plans and District Plans by the State Government and Local Strategic Planning Statements (LSPS)

by local councils. Each of these strategic planning documents are then required to inform the

preparation of environmental planning instruments to deliver the identified outcomes.

New Regional and District Plans were due to be released in mid 2023 outlining how much

housing councils were expected to deliver to meet future housing demands. However, their

release has been delayed, with the EIE stating that these new plans are to be published later in

2O24. Had these plans been released last year as anticipated, this would have provided councils

the impetus to update their LSPSs and Local Housing Strategies (LHSs) and given them the

opportunity to commence the appropriate work to demonstrate how this housing could be

delivered. ln addition, these documents would have outlined the extent of potential additional

local and district infrastructure to be delivered and where there may be infrastructure gaps.

Council requests the urgent release of these Regional and District Plans incorporating the

relevant housing targets such that councils can start the appropriate planning processes to

determine the best location for increased density based upon location and provision of

appropriate infrastructure to support the increase population.

The Proposal effectively seeks to impose a solution without fully understanding the problem.

This approach is likely to result in significant implications and will result in the need to find more

solutions to fix an ill-advised approach.

Furthermore, the Proposal has the ability undermine years worth of strategic planning work

undertaken by councils and the State Government in conjunction with community engagement

in order to deliver great and liveable places. On this basis alone, the entire proposal is strongly

objected to. To ensure a proper place-based approach is undertaken, it is recommended that

the proposal within the EIE to increase housing density in proximity to Station and Town Centre

Precincts be deferred and addressed in conjunction with the updating of councils' LSPSs and

LHSs.

Recommendation:
o) That the EIE not be progressed with.
b) That the Regional and District Pldns be released ds a mdtter of urgency such that

councils con commence the appropriate planning processes to determine the best

location lor inqeased density bosed upon location dnd provision ol appropriate

inlrastructure to support the increase population.

2. Community Views
Council held a community information session on 14 Febru ary 2O24, which sought to inform the

local community about the intent and potential impacts arising from the implementation of the

Proposal. A total of 250 community members attended the event.

A recording of the meeting was made a copy of which may be accessed at

https://www.vo utu be.com/watch ?v= iVizSW M OSWw

Version: 1, Version Date: 26/03/2024
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A summary of the community's key concerns and questions are outlined as follows

Open Spoce

o Will open space provision be increased to serve the proposed increased
population?

o Will open spaces be rezoned for increased housing?
Walking Catchments
o Clarification is required with regard to how the "catchments" are measured.

ls it walking or as the crow flies?
o How will residents find out if they are located within one of the catchments?

(i.e. will it be mapped or do they have to figure it out themselves).
o Will residents affected by the implementation of the EIE be directly advised

of which walking catchments they are located within?
o Will catchments apply to just sites that meet the numerical distances or will

it apply all properties within a street which is wholly or partly within
numerical distance?

o ls there any justification for using a 1200m catchment to TOD Program sites,
given the EIE Proposalonly relates to 400m and 800m?

Heritage and Conservdtion
o How will existing heritage items and conservation areas be protected?
Relationship to the TOD Program
o What controls will apply, when a site is affected by both identified TOD

Program and the EIE proposal?
o Will the TOD Program be implemented at the same time as the EtE proposal?
o Will the TOD Program affect what has already been rezoned under the St

Leonards Crows Nest 2036 Plan?
o Will the TOD Program implement a consistent FSR and Height within 1200m

of identified stations?
Affordable housing
o Confusion as to what affordable housing means?
o Does the proposal actually assist with creating more affordable housing?
o Will there be any specific provisions for key worker housing and/or social

housing?

Density / Built Form
o High density can be achieved in 3 story buildings, why do we need 6 storeys?
o What design testing has been done to justify the draft planning controls?
o Will existing low rise apartment blocks with height restrictions be rezoned to

be able to be high rise, regardless of current zoning?
o What is the minimum lot size for mid rise housing (i.e. residential flat

buildings) permitted bythe EIE?

o Will there be proposed building separation controls for both low and mid-
rise housing developments?

o North Sydney currently contains many 4/5-storey residential flat buildings,
many most within 400-800m of rail-based stations. ls it likely that, these
proposals will be expanded to accommodate buildings of up to 16/20-storeys
or greater?

Duplication of development bonuses
o Questioned if the affordable housing bonuses under the Housing SEPP can

be applied in addition to the proposed increased in development potential
under the ElE.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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a

a

a

I nlrastrudu re Ca pacity
o ls there any justification to support the proposed increase in density with

regard to essential services, health, medical, emergency services, schools,

open space, transport?
o What community benefits will be provided as a result of increased density?

Zoning
o Why is the R2 Low Density Residential zone not being rezoned to R3 Medium

Density Residential to permit low-rise housing?

o Why is the R3 Medium Density Residential zone not being rezoned to R4 High

Density Residential to permit mid-rise housing?

o How does the proposal affect development within the R4 High Density

Residential zone?

Traflic o nd Transportdtion
o Why was the Northern Beaches Tunnel cancelled in response to population

growth and is it being reconsidered?

o ls the proposal supported by traffic studies, incorporating impacts from the

increased population density and operation of the new Western Harbour

Tunneltraffic?
Choroder
o Should not be permitted to increase densities in localities with an established

low density character.
Approvals
o Will Councils still be able to request modifications to or refuse development

applications?
o Will Council have any input where applications are determined at the

Regional or State level?

Commerciol Areas
o What's the expected impact on local shops, cafes and restaurants?

Manor houses

o What is a manor house?

Other solutions
o Can consideration be given to looking at reducing excessive immigration

levels?

lmplementation
o What timeframe are these changes likely to be implemented?

a

a

a

a

a

a

The majority of these concerns were also identified in the report considered by Council on 12

February 2024 and detailed in this submission.

3. Progression of Proposal

Despite Council's strong opposition to progression of the Proposal as exhibited, should the DPHI

be of a mind to continue its progress, there are a number of other issues which require further

clarification, review, removal or amendment to ensure that the delivery of any additional

dwellings minimises their impact on existing communities, local heritage and the environment.

These issues are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1. Establishment of Station and Town Centre Precincts

Whilst the general intent of increasing residential densities in and adjacent to rail-based stations

or suitably sized town centres is supported, the method to establish the appropriate catchments

is questioned.

Version: 1, Version Date: 26/03/2024
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3.1.1. Rail-based Station Precincts
This approach is generally supported. However, it can only be supported where there is

sufficient frequency in services. There is little point in increasing densities in localities where
the station is serviced by an hourly or half hourly weekday service.

3.1.2. Town Centre Precincts
The Proposal seeks to establish Town Centre Precincts based on the application of employment
zones. However, reliance on zoning alone is problematic, as a particular zone or the quantum
of land sharing the same zoning in a location may not provide a sufficient level of activity that
would promote a walkable precinct.

Despite all councils' LEPs being based on a Standard lnstrument LEP, they all utilise the
standardised zones differently. Differences arise in response to a council's addressing of
localised issues in managing growth consistent with comprehensive strategic planning
directions, which have been prepared with community buy-in.

Zones are predominantly used to assist in determining what uses should be permissible where
and should not be used to automatically determine the status of a town centre. Whilst there
maybe a general correlation between the use of the E2 CommerciolCentre and 5P5 Metropolitan
Centre zones and higher order centres, it becomes significantly less so with the use of E2 Locol
Centre and MU7 Mixed Use zones and all centre types.

Reliance on zoning criteria alone is undermined where it would apply to an isolated site or a

small number or group of sites. ln these instances, it is unlikely that the isolated site/s would
generate a sufficient level of activity that would promote walking as envisaged under the
proposal. This is particularly a problem with regard to the use of the E7 LocolCentre in the North
Sydney LGA.

Further issues may arise where an employment zone is utilised in a "strip" fashion where it
straddles a major road and extends over a significant length of that road (for example Pacific
Highway and Military Road). Despite providing some employment activity, the zoning alone may
not constitute a town centre in a traditional sense. There may also be instances where there
maybe a high activity generator at one end of the employment zone and nothing at the other,
over i.km away. ln this instance, it would not be appropriate to increase density around that
end of the employment strip where there is no substantive activity occurring, especially in a

lower order town centre.

A more appropriate way to identify a Town Centre Precinct would be to give consideration to an
identified centre hierarchy, such as that identified under the Regional and District Plans or a

council's own centre hierarchy identified under its LSPS, which are more based on the levels of
services and facilities delivered within those centres. Furthermore, town centres are typically
comprised of a combination of zones and rarely rely on just a single zone. This approach is more
appropriate and would require detailed site auditing, ground truthing and associated mapping
to ensure that there was a sufficient level of clarity regarding its application.

The proposed use of the E2 Commercial Centre and SP5 Metropoliton Centre zones to establish
a Town Centre Precinct may be appropriate given their general application within centre
hierarchies (n.b. although the above isolation issues will continue to apply) as these zones
typically contain a broad range of uses that provide for the daily needs of the surrounding
community. However, further consideration is needed to determine what quantum of land is

required for that zone to be used as there may be no significant activities occurring within these
zoned lands to contribute to a high level of walking.
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The proposed use of the E7 LocalCentre and MtJT Mixed Use zones "but only if the zone contoins

a wide ronge of frequently needed goods ond services such os full line supermorkets, shops and

restouronts", to establish a Town Centre Precinct is not supported as it is too ambiguous and

open to interpretation.

Whilst supermarkets are generally easy to locate, determining which ones comprise a "full-line

supermarket" is much more difficult, as they are not defined under the Proposal, nor any existing

planning legislation or policy. Despite the absence of any formal definition, a full-line

supermarket is generally considered to have a sales floor area exceeding 2,500sqm. lf the

Proposal is to proceed, a definition must be included to remove any ambiguity.

Even if a floorspace threshold is set for a "full-line supermarket", there is no readily accessible

register identifying all supermarkets and their floorspace dimensions. To establish such a

register, would require a large amount of background research to be undertaken to determine

which ones would qualify as a "full-line supermarket". This demonstrates that a more holistic

place-based approach to determine the extent of a Town Centre precinct is required.

Further, it is unclear as to what quantum of other "goods and services" may be required to meet

the threshold for a Town Centre Precinct under the Proposal, requiring a merit assessment in

each instance. To greatly improve clarity, the identification of Town Centre Precincts could also

be based on meeting a minimum quantum of overall retail floorspace. However, not all councils,

including North Sydney, have ready access to such information and therefore such an approach

is not suitable and reinforces the need for a place-based approach.

Given the inconsistent approach to the use of employment zones, absence of appropriate

thresholds to define a town centre and vagaries around the proposed application of the E7 Locol

Centre and MIJT Mixed lJse zone, it is strongly recommended that the EIE's application to Town

Centre Precincts be deferred until all affected councils can be further involved in order to

establish a more appropriate set of criteria and/or the mapping of the extent of appropriate

town centres.

Recommendation:
c) That the proposed application to Town Centre Precincts be delerred to enoble

detailed discussions with councils to estoblish oppropriote criteria or mapping of
centres.

d) That iI the Proposal progresses with its application to Town Centre Precincts that:
(i) tt be excluded from applying to the El Locol Centre and MU7 Mixed Use

zones.
(ii) A definition of ,,full-line supermarket" be incorporated, with an oppropriate

threshold stated.
(iii) Considerotion be given to establishing Town Centre Precincts bosed on q

total quantum of retail floor space or d centre hierarchy established under

a council's LSPS or Regional or District Plan.

3.1.3. Measuring Walking Catchments
The determination of the extent of a walking catchment can sometimes be open to
interpretation, depending upon how the catchment is measured. ln addition, it is unclear if the

catchment would apply to sites wholly within only, or those which are wholly and partly within.

At present, there is no definition or guidance as to how to determine a walking catchment.

ln addition, the establishment of walking catchments does not appear to give consideration as

to whether a particular route is "walkable". Walkability can be significantly compromised by an
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a

a

area's topography, availability of suitable footpaths and the ability to safely cross a street. These
matters should also be included in the establishment of suitable walking catchments.

Accordingly, further guidance and clarification is required as to how to measure the walking
catchment, when a site is included or excluded from that catchment and whether that walking
route should be subject to topographical, pedestrian infrastructure and pedestrian safety
considerations.

Whilst the premise of establishing Precincts based on walking catchments is supported, the
application of the thresholds in relation to town centres without major rail based station
infrastructure is questioned. People are more likely to walk to a major public transport station
than a local centre (regardless of its size). This is reflected in the current Regional and District
Plans, which recommend that residential densities around town centres are increased within:

800m (10min walk)where they include a major rail-based station; or
400m (5min walk)where they do not include a major rail-based station.

Therefore, if the Proposal is to proceed including a criteria for Town Centre Precincts, that the
walkable catchment be reduced to 400m.

Recommendation:
e) Provide incredsed technical guidance ds to how walking catchments are to be

measured.

n ff the Proposal is to proceed including d criteria for Town Centre Precincts, that
the wdlkable catchment be reduced to 400m.

3.2. DualOccupancies
The proposal to permit dual occupancies, anywhere in the State within the R2 Low Density
Residentiolzone is not objected to, as potential impacts can generally be adequately managed
through the implementation of appropriate built form controls.

The explanatory information to the Proposal focuses on the delivery of "two-storey attached
duplexes" in a side-by-side format, similar to "semi-detached dwellings". However, the
proposed controls within the EIE applies to "dual occupancies", which extends to include both
attached and detached forms. The EIE proposes to adopt a single set of controls for both forms
of dual occupancy, however, fails to recognise that different sets of controls are required for
both forms to ensure adequate amenity is maintained between buildings.

3.2.1. tot Size

Council's dual occupancy controls are based on an "attached" built form and are generally
consistent with the proposed controls. However, "detached" built forms require larger lot sizes
to enable appropriate building separation to ensure the desired future built form character, fire
safety, privacy, private open space and access are maintained. ln this respect, it is recommended
that different minimum lot sizes be established for "attached" and "detached" dual occupancy
built forms.

Based on the proposed minimum lot size of 450sqm, this would equate to a land area of 225sqm
per dwelling within a dual occupancy. lf a I2m wide frontage (minimum requirement) is then
applied as proposed, and the second detached dwelling within the dual occupancy was to be
provided at the rear of the allotment (e.g. a battle-axe arrangement), it would require a 3m wide
access handle of approximately 100sqm in area. The utility of this access handle would be
limited to access only, resulting in the provision of a much smaller area (125sqm) upon which to
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locate the second dwelling. This in turn is likely to result in reduced levels of landscaped area,

private open space and tree canopy provision.

Even if the detached dual occupancy dwellings were located side by side and facing the street,

there is a need to maintain nominal building separation to ensure adequate fire safety and

amenity outcomes, which also requires increased land area over an "attached" dual occupancy

form.

Accordingly, it is recommended that a minimum lot size of at least 550sqm for detached dual

occupancies be introduced, to ensure adequate amenity, privacy and fire safety issues can be

adequately addressed.

3.2.2. Height
The proposal seeks to allow dual occupancies up to 9.5m in height in the R2 Low Density

Residential, a 1m increase over that currently permitted under NSLEP 2013.

Despite the EIE envisaging a two storey built form outcome, the proposed height limit would

enable the delivery of a three storey building, which has the potentialto dramatically alter the

desired character of a locality.

It is general practice to utilise an 8.5m height limit for an anticipated 2-storey residential built

form, which most R2 Low Density Residentiolzones apply, including North Sydney.

It is further noted that State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying

Development Codes) 2008 (Codes SEPP) permits low-rise housing forms, including dual

occupancies, but restricts the height limit to 8.5m based on best practice.

The Proposal does not state that existing 8.5m height control is an issue with regard to the

delivery of dual occupancies, nor is there any justification provided as to why a 9.5m height limit

is appropriate. For these reasons, the maximum height limit should be reduced to 8.5m.

Recommendation:
g) That dilferent development stondards be applied lor attached and detoched dual

occupancies,
h) Thqt d minimum lot size requirement of ot least 550sqm be applied to detached

dual occupancies.

i) That the moximum height requirement be reduced to 8.5m consistent with the

Codes SEPP.

3.3. Low Rise Housing

3.3.1. Permissibility
It is proposed to permit manor houses, multi dwelling housing (terraces) and multi dwelling

housing with consent within the R2 Low Density Residentiolzone AND where it is located within

a Station or Town Centre Precinct.

This aspect of the Proposal will create a "subzone" (i.e. the same development type may be

either permissible or prohibited within the same zone). This will greatly reduce clarity and is

contrary to directions set by the State Government when it established the Standard lnstrument

LEP and relevant practice notices for the preparation of LEPs and therefore is not supported.

A more appropriate mechanism to increase residential densities is to alter the underlying zoning

of land within the Station and Town Centre Precincts to permit the residential accommodation

types where they are mandated as permissible (e.g. rezoning land from R2 to R3 or R4) and to
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subsequently alter the relevant development standards (e.g. increasing maximum height of
buildings control). This is a clearer and more transparent approach when interpreting what is

acceptable within a particular zone across an entire LGA. This can only be achieved through a

place based planning approach.

3.3.2. Manor house definition
Manor houses are not defined under the Standard lnstrument LEP, upon which all council LEPs

are based. However, they are defined under the Codes SEPP as follows:

manor house means o residentiol flat building contoining 3 or 4 dwellings, where-
(a) eoch dwelling is attoched to another dwelling by o common woll or floor, and
(b) ot least 7 dwelling is portially or wholly locoted above another dwelling, ond
(c) the building contoins no more thon 2 storeys (excluding ony bosement).

The EIE seeks to amend the definition of manor houses as defined under the Codes SEPP, to
remove the restriction on the number of dwellings that may be contained within a manor house.
This approach is not supported.

Removal of the dwelling cap from the definition of manor houses will not guarantee that a low
scale built form is delivered, consistent with the mandated objectives of the R2 Low Density
Residentiol zone.

For instance, whilst the revised definition will retain a requirement to be a maximum of 2

storeys, the scale of development is not based on height alone. There is potential that you could
end up with significantly long buildings, out of character with development permitted elsewhere
in the R2 Low Density Residentiolzone. Accordingly, there is still a need to limit the extent of
dwellings within such a development.

It is unclear if the proposed amended definition will result in the application of two definitions
for the same land use term under two different planning instruments. For instance, will the
current definition continue to apply under the Codes SEPP along with a different definition under
a separate enabling SEPP? lf this approach is taken, it will greatly reduce clarity and
transparency. lf the intent is to apply two different scales of "manor houses" under two
separate planning policies in terms of the number of permitted dwellings, then a new landuse
definition must be adopted to improve clarity.

To provide increased clarity, consideration should be given to including the definition of manor
houses under the Standard lnstrument LEP and mandate their use within appropriate zones if
this aspect to the Proposal is to proceed.

3.3.3. Height
The proposal seeks to allow manor houses and multi-dwelling housing up to 9.5m in height in
the R2 Low Density Residentiol and R3 Medium Density Residentialzones, a 1m increase over
that currently permitted under NSLEP 2013.

The EIE anticipates the delivery of a 2-storey built form outcome, with a potential third storey
contained within a "habitable roof'. The assumption that any habitable roof is contained within
a pitched roof structure is unlikely and that an outright 3-storey built form with a flat roof will
likely be pursued, due to the ability to achieve a much large building and is likely to result in
dramatic changes to the characterof the R2 Low Density Residentiolzone and increased amenity
impacts.
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There is no discussion as to what a "habitable roof' comprises. There is no definition of

habitable roof under any environmental planning instrument, nor is it defined under the ADG'

ln this regard habitable roofs need to be defined, to provide increased levels of certainty as to

what is intended.

It is general practice to utilise an 8.5m height limit for an anticipated 2 storey residential built

form, which North Sydney Uses in the R2 Low Density Residentiol and R3 Medium Density

Residential zones.

Further, it is noted that State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying

Development Codes) 2008 (Codes SEPP) permits low rise housing forms, including L or 2 storey

manor houses or multi dwelling housing (terraces). The SEPP also restricts this form of

development to a maximum height of 8.5m based on best practice.

The proposal does not state that existing height controls are an issue with regard to the delivery

of manor houses, terraces or medium density housing, nor is there any justification provided as

to why a 9.5m height limit is appropriate other than to allow an additional storey within the

building's roof component. lncreasing the height limit alone will not lead to an increase in

housing supply as envisaged under the ElE.

Furthermore, there appears to be a conflict with the existing and proposed definition of manor

houses, which currently restricts the height of such development to two storeys. Therefore, the

ability to achieve three storeys is unachievable'

Accordingly, the proposed height limit is strongly objected to and should be reduced to 8'5m

consistent with current practices. However, if the proposal is to proceed with a 9.5m height

limit, more controls are required to ensure that the appearance of any dwelling remains 2 storey

in form, with any potentialthird storey element contained in a pitched roof form.

Recommendation:
j) Manor houses, terraces and multi dwelling housing not be permitted within the

R2 Low Density Residential zone.

k) That if on increase in permissibitity is pursued, thot it be achieved through the

appropriote rezoning ol the land to o zone that permits the land use term, rdther

than through the creotion ol a subzone subject to a place based plonning

approach.
l) That manor houses be defined under the Standard lnstrument LEP and mdndated

os permissibte with consent in the R3 Medium Density Residentidl zone and leave

it to councils to determine where they ore to be locqted subiect to the outcomes

of their Local Housing Strotegies.
m) That if required, a new sub-term to "residential flat building" be created ond

incorporated within the Standard lnstrument LEP to reflect the outcomes ol the

proposal with a cop on the number of dwellings being imposed to ensure thdt the

development remains modest in scale.

n) That the mdximum height for low rise housing be 8.5m consistent with the Codes

SEPP.

3.4. Mid-Rise Housing
3.4.1. Permissibility
It is proposed to permit residential flat buildings (RFBs)and shop top housing (STH) with consent

within the R3 Medium Density Residentiolzone AND where it is located within a Station or Town

Centre Precinct. This aspect of the proposal is strongly objected to.
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The EIE assumes that all councils apply the available residential zones under the Standard
lnstrument LEP in the same way, with approximately 25% of councils prohibiting RFBs in the R3
Medium Density Residential zone. However, all councils use various combinations of the
available residential zones. No recognition is given to those councils who use the R3 Medium
Density Residentialzone as the highest and best residentialzone (e.g. Mosman Council), which
could result in discrepancies as to why RFBs are prohibited or not in the R3 zone within different
LGAs.

This aspect of the proposal will also create a "subzone" (i.e. the same development type may be
either permissible or prohibited within the same zone). This has the ability to greatly reduce
clarity and is contrary to directions set by the State Government when it established the
Standard lnstrument LEP and relevant practice notices for the preparation of LEPs.

A more appropriate mechanism to increase residential densities is to alter the underlying zoning
of land within the Station and Town Centre Precincts to permit the residential accommodation
types where they are mandated as permissible (e.g. rezoning land from R2 to R3 or R4) and to
subsequently alter the relevant development standards (e.g. increasing maximum height of
buildings control). This is a clearer and more transparent approach when interpreting what is
acceptable within a particular zone across an entire LGA.

The EIE states that the proposed mid-rise housing development controls (i.e. height and FSR)

are also to apply to employment zoned lands where RFBs and STH are also permissible in these
zones. Potential exists that the employment function of these lands could be undermined, if
councils do not have sufficient controls in their LEPs to protect the employment function of
those lands (e.g. minimum non-residential floor space ratio controls). Whilst non-residential
floorspace ratios are applied to the MIJL Mixed lJse zone under NSLEP 2013, there is no such
safeguard under the EI Local Centre zone.

The Regional and District Plans state that "housing should not compromise a centre's primory
role to provide goods ond services and the opportunity for the centre's employment function to
grow ond chonge over time". The EIE states that the proposed midrise development standards
will also apply to the employment zoned lands. This has the potentialto undermine the ability
of existing town centres to grow to provide sufficient levels of employment floorspace to meet
the needs of the local resident population. The proposal will effectively prevent the horizontal
expansion of existing centres, placing more pressure for employment floorspace to be provided
vertically. However, if that vertical capacity is occupied by strata titled residential dwellings, it
will prevent the ability for those centres to grow.

It is noted that the proposed TOD SEPP seeks to impose "Minimum active street frontage
controls in the EL Locol Centre and E2 Commerciol Centre zones". lt is recommended that a

similar provision should also be applied under this Proposal to ensure a level of consistency and
protect employment lands if proceeded with as exhibited.

3.4.2. Height controls
There appears to be an inconsistency between the establishment of the proposed maximum
height controls for mid-rise housing within the Station and Town Centre Precincts. Using the
ADG as a base, an allowance of 3.1m floor to floor for each storey and a Lm roof allowance,
Table 1 provides an indication as to what the anticipated height controls should be.
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It is unclear as to why there is a difference in excess height between a 4-storey and 6-storey built

form.

The Proposal therefore would result in the erection of much taller buildings than that currently

envisaged under the ADG. Council has recently seen an increase in the significant excavation of

sites to accommodate additional storeys upon a site whilst complying with the height control.

Accordingly, there is potential that much taller buildings in terms of storeys could be delivered

contrary to that envisaged under the ElE. Therefore, it is recommended that the proposed

maximum building heights be reduced to represent a more realistic building height as follows:

4-storeys - reduced from 15m to 14m; and

6-storeys - reduced from 2l.m to 20m.

A slight increase over the ADG base amounts would enable consideration to be given to any

topographical changes across a site.

As previously indicated, the proposed mid-rise housing height controls would also apply to land

within an employment zone within a Town Centre Precinct where residential development is

permitted. Non-residential uses require the utilisation of greater floor to floor heights to ensure

adequate servicing and amenity. Despite the consistent application of an employment zone,

different centres can have very different localised conditions which could affect the height of a

building. For instance, some town centres may require only one level of non-residential

development, whereas others may require four. This would necessitate the creation of different

height requirements for non-residential zones.

Accordingly, applying a blanket approach to height controls without due regard to the intended

use of the land is not acceptable nor supported. This can only be adequately achieved through

a place-based planning approach. On this basis, it is strongly recommended that the application

of the proposal to employment zones be removed in its entirety and only progress subject to

place-based planning approach.

3.4.3. FSR controls
North Sydney Council does not typically utilise FSR controls for development within the LGA with

a couple of exceptions including:

Application of a blanket FSR control across the entire E7 Local Centre zone, with the

exception of the Cammeray Town Centre where no such control applies; and

lsolated sites throughout the LGA (predominately in St Leonards/Crows Nest)

where spot rezonings have occurred to provide a greater level of certainty over

built form outcomes.

Council generally relies on the other development provisions to manage built form including,

height, setbacks, building separation, overshadowing, landscaped area and site coverage.

The proposal has given no consideration to outcomes achieved by applying an FSR control to

various land sizes. Generally, the bigger the site is, the greater the ability to spread the floor

space across a site and effectively reduce height. On smaller sites however, it is more likely that

a

a

a

a
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the maximum height will be reached before the maximum FSR control can be met. This is largely
due to the consistent application of setback controls and site coverage and landscaping
requirements applying regardless of site size. Developers will generally push to further increase
height limits on the basis that the allowable FSR control has not been met. This then builds in
unrealistic expectations, which give rise to adverse built form outcomes.

Further, the setting of FSR controls appears to have been based on a crude application of 50%
of a site's area comprising gross floor area for each storey that is permitted. On this basis, the
building is likely to have a site coverage in the order of 67% (based on a gross building area
efficiency rate of 75% per storey), which is well in excess of that permitted under NSDCP 2013
(45%). This would also result in a low level of landscaped area being provided which may not be
capable of accommodating vegetation which can match the scale of the proposed development.
ln this respect, the proposed FSR requirements should be reviewed to ensure that the quantum
of floor space can actually be delivered.

It is assumed that the maximum FSR controls are to be applied to the employment zones also if
RFBs are also permitted in those zones. Given that employment zones often employ different
setback controls to ensure a particular built form, it is likely that meeting the maximum FSRs will
result in a shorter building than if applied in a residential zone. On this basis, different FSR

controls would be required for development in the employment zones if this aspect is
progressed.

It is recommended that that the proposed FSR controls be removed in their entirety from the
Proposal as they have the potential to deliver unrealistic expectations and do not adequately
consider the real amenity impacts of a development.

Alternatively, if the proposal is to proceed with FSR controls, it should be revised such that
neither the maximum height or FSR controls can be exceeded. This will prevent developers from
seeking breaches for one of these development standards, just so that they can achieve the
other development standard. This is important given the generic nature of these proposed
controls across Greater Sydney.

Recommendation:
o) that residential flat buildings and shoptop housing not be permitted within the R3

Medium Density Residentiol zone.
p) that if an increase in permissibility is pursued, thot it be achieved through the

dppropriate rezoning of the land to o zone that permits the lond use term, rather
than through the credtion ol a subzone.

q) That the proposed development controls relating to mid-rise housing not be
opplied within employment zones to Station and Town Centre Precincts.

r) That should the intent to increase residentiol densities within employment zones
to Station and Town Centre Precincts be pursued, then it should be subject to a
place-bosed planning approach with the preference given to amending
development controls within employment zones to ensure their employment
functions arc not undermined and maximum heights ond FSRs be estahlished to
reflect an oppropriate mixed use form. Such amendments should be subject to
fu rth e r com m u nity co n su ltati o n.

s) That if the mid-rise housing qspect of the Proposal is to progress, that:
(i) the maximum height limit within o 0-400m wolking catchment of a Station

or Town Centre Precind be reduced lrom 2lm to 20m,
(ii) the maximum height limit within o 400-800m walking cdtchment of Station

or Town Centre Precinct be reduced lrom 76m to I4m.
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(iii) separdte building heights on employment zoned land be estoblished to

reftect their commerciol stdtus ond be subiect to funher community

consultotion,
(iv) the FSR controls be removed in their entirety, However, if an FSR control is

applied, then:
. ct provision be included which prevents the breaching of either the

height or FSR control; and
o thot sepdrdte FSR controls be estahlished for employment zones and

subiect to further community consultation,

3.5. Apartment Design Guide (ADG)

The ADG provides consistent planning and design standards for apartments across the state. ln
particular, it provides design criteria and general guidance about how development proposals

can achieve the 9 design quality principles identified under Chapter 4 - Design of residential

oportment development to the Housing SEPP.

The Proposal seeks to allow a relaxation of a number of the development standards and criteria

contained within the ADG as it relates to mid-rise residential flat development permitted under

the Proposal. The premise of this is to ensure lhat"design controls applying to mid-rise housing

proposols ore oppropriotely differentioted to focilitote smoller oportment buildings" .

The standards established under the ADG were premised on ensuring good design and amenity

for residents within the development and adjoining properties. Furthermore, they have been

established with regard to a strong place-based approach and community consultation, rather

than a blanket approach as currently being proffered.

It is strongly recommended that no variation is permitted to the development standards and

criteria under the ADG, particularly with regard to built form outcomes.

The key issues with regard to the proposed variations is provided in the following subsections.

3.5.1. Side Setbacks / Building Separation
The ADG states that setbacks should vary according to a building's context and type. Larger

setbacks can be expected in suburban contexts in comparison to higher density urban settings'

ln particular, it is anticipated that greater setbacks are required in residential zones in

comparison to employment and mixed use zones as they often present very different characters'

However, setbacks need to established with regard to a place-based planning approach to

ensure that the desired future charter of an area is not unreasonably eroded.

The relaxation of setbacks at the topmost part of a building can also have impacts on solar and

daylight access and presentation of a human scale to the public domain'

The Proposal also seeks to increase the side and rear setbacks by "on odditionol 7m for every 2

storey difference in height between neighbouring buildings". lt is unclear if this is intended to

apply to existing sites that are also afforded greater heights under the proposal or only where

there is an interface to an existing building that has a lesser height. This needs confirmation to

provide greater clarity.

Notwithstanding, this proposed additional setback requirement appears to be less than

additional 3m requirement that is recommended under the ADG where there is a transition to

an adjoining zone or area of lesser density or intensity. No information has been provided to
justify this reduction in additional setbacks to areas where there is a transition.
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Having regard to the above analysis, it is recommended that the proposed blanket relaxation of
the building setback and building separation controls not be progressed that the existing
provisions under the ADG be relied upon.

3.5.2. Tree Canopy Target
It is questioned how a "tree canopy" target is to be achieved, based on a site area requirement.
Tree canopies can often expand over hard spaces of a site and the extent of a canopy will vary
depending upon the species and age ofthe trees selected. Therefore, the proposed control does
not provide any certainty for an applicant nor anticipated outcomes.

The intent of this control can only be achieved by stipulating minimum landscaped area and
deep soil zone requirements, in conjunction with the quantum of trees to be planted. The ADG
already contains these requirements. lt is therefore recommended that the proposed tree
canopy numerical requirements be removed in their entirety and that reliance be left to the
existing controls.

3.5.3. Car Parking
Council has recently implemented new parking rates in areas of high accessibility to rail-based
public transport in an attempt to manage traffic congestion in what is already a highly
compromised network.

The proposal states (pg 29) that "minimum car parking rates to create a consistent set of
appropriate requirements for mid-rise housing across the six cities". However, it is unclear what
sort of impact this aspect of the proposalwill have, as no rates have been specified.

Notwithstanding the absence of proposed parking rates, the proposal to implement revised
"minimum" parking rates will likely undermine Council's position to manage traffic congestion.
It is strongly recommended that maximum parking rates within the Station and Town Centre
Precincts be imposed to ensure that walking, cycling and public transport use is prioritised.

Recommendqtion
t) That all proposed variations to the requirements under the ADG be objected to.
u) Consideration be given to imposing maximum parking rates within the Station

and Town Centre Precincts to manoge congestion and lacilitate suitable take up
ol alternative options to privote tronsport.

3.6. Heritage and Conservation Areas
The proposed changes to land use permissibility and application of new development standards
are to be applied at the zoning level and will ignore other underlying constraints to development,
in particular, heritage and conservation.

The Proposal suggests that heritage items and heritage conservation area controls under a

council's LEP will continue to apply and that such matters will be required to be considered in
the development assessment process on a merit basis. This presents a level of cognitive
dissonance between these concepts.

Application of the proposed planning controls to isolated or small groups of heritage items may
be reasonable in some instances, if subject to an appropriate assessment of the impacts. This
has often worked in the past, where heritage items and new development can work in tandem
where the significance of the heritage item is maintained. However, their application to heritage
conservation areas will almost certainly have a significant detrimental impact on the
conservation area.
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The significance of a heritage conservation area primarily relates to the consistency in its built

form, visual character and the collective sense of place. Permitting development in some

instances up to three-times the bulk and scale of development within an established heritage

conservation area as proposed, has the ability to significantly undermine its heritage significance

and would be contrary to meeting objective (f) to the EP&A Act.

tf the Proposal is to be implemented as exhibited, it is also likely to create a significant level of

contestability under both the Council assessment process (including Local / Regional Planning

Panel) and under any Land and Environment Court appeal.

It is further acknowledged, that the consideration of heritage and conservation matters for such

development under the Proposal as exhibited will lead to increased assessment timeframes due

to the additional heritage matters to be considered and is contrary to the State Government's

intent to reduce assessment timeframes and speed up housing delivery'

For the reasons outlined above, it is strongly recommended that the proposed controls for low

and mid-rise housing be excluded from applying to all heritage conservation areas.

Recommendation
v) That the proposed development controls for low and mid-rise housing be

specilicdlly excluded from applying to land locoted within a heritage conseruation

dreo.

3.7. Affordable Housing Delivery
The concurrent proposed TOD Program seeks to introduce mandated requirements for the

provision of affordable housing. However, the extent of this requirement is being limited to the

8 Accelerated Precincts and 31 TOD Precincts.

It is questioned why the affordable housing requirement under the proposed TOD Program (15%

in perpetuity within the Activation Precincts and 2% in the 31 TOD Precincts) has not been

extended to apply more broadly to all Station Precincts across the Six Cities Regions under this

Proposal. This would ensure a more consistent approach to the delivery of affordable housing.

The focus on delivering affordable housing around rail-based transport stations is particularly

important, as those residents requiring affordable housing are more likely to rely on public

transport as their primary method of transportation. lf not, it merely displaces those people

after 15 years and the problem of accessibility to public transport recommences as they will no

longer be able to afford to stay in the same locality.

As such,any affordable housing requirement should be made in perpetuity as any impacts from

the proposed uplift gained will also be in perpetuity.

Recommendation
w) That dn additionat provision be incorporated mandating the provision ol ot least

2% of residential dwetlings in d mid-rise housing development (or equivalent

monetary contribution), if the development is located within 4O0m ola rail-based

transport stdtion within the Six Cities Regions, consistent with the proposed TOD

Program.
x) That any monetary contribution required for olfordable housing under the mid-

rise housing controls he expended in the LGA lrom which it was collected.

il That any affordobte housing contribution be required to be made in perpetuity,
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3.8. Flooding and Other Hazards
The Proposal suggests that the risk of flooding to life and property through local planning
controls is a key priority for the State Government and that local controls will continue to apply
to the development under the Proposal. However, the Proposal is silent with regard to risks from
other types of hazards.

When an LEP is prepared, it must give consideration to the s.9.1 Ministerial Directions.
Directions 4.1.-4.6 specifically relate to matters of resilience and hazards and cover the following
matters:

flooding,
coastal management,
bushfire,
contamination,
acid sulfate soils, and
mine subsidence and unstable land

These Directions effectively prevent any increase to residential densities in areas affected by
known hazards, unless adequate technical studies have been undertaken and it can be clearly
demonstrated that future residents in those areas will not be exposed to unacceptable risks.
The EIE fails to consider these hazards adequately and is not supported by comprehensive
studies which outline how any potential issues are to be addressed.

Not all LEPs, nor SEPPs contain appropriate or sufficient provisions to ensure that risks to human
life are minimised with regard to the types of hazards identified above. This further
demonstrates that there is need to undertake a placed based planning approach to increasing
densities in Station and Town Centre Precincts.

Should the Proposal progress, it is recommended that the proposed provisions are specifically
excluded from applying to areas affected by the risks identified under the Ministerial Directions.

Recommendation
z) That part of the Proposdl to allow inueased residentiol densities be amended to

exclude any lond thdt is affected by hozards identified by the Section 9.7
Mi nisteria I Di rections.

3.9. Housing Choice
One of the key objectives of the proposal is to increase housing diversity and choice, by
increasing opportunities to accommodate terraces and small rise apartment blocks. The
justification for pursuing the proposed amendments is partly based on the analysis of the extent
of land zoned across the Six Cities Region. ln particular, it states that approximately:

77% of land is zoned for low density housing (effectively restricted to detached and
semi-detached dwellings);
t2% of land is zoned for medium density (permitting up to attached dwellings, multi-
dwelling housing, and in limited instances residentialflat buildings); and
2% of land is zoned for high density (permitting up to residential flat buildings);

This analysis fails to recognise the residential capacity of other zones within which housing is
being delivered, particularly the employment and mixed use zones. This is important given the
proposed controls are to be applied to these zones as well, where RFBs and STH is to be
permitted with the Station and Town Centre Precincts.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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ln addition, no analysis has been undertaken to determine the split of dwelling types regardless

of zoning applied. Such an analysis would demonstrate that greater portions of higher density

housing is being delivered in the Six Cities Region. This is due to the larger number of dwellings

being delivered on a single lot of land and within other zones. Accordingly, the basis for the

extent of the reforms is being overemphasised.

Within the North Sydney LGA, approximately 40% of residential land is zoned for low density

housing (R21,25% for medium density housing (R3) and 45% for high density housing (R4).

However, if the employment and mixed use zones are also considered, then the area of land

available for high density housing increases to approximalely 70%.

Furthermore, the diversity of housing within the North Sydney LGA is heavily weighted to high

density housing, with the 2021 ABS Census indicating that approximately 76%of the housing

stock comprises apartments, 11% dwelling houses, with the remaining 13% multi-dwelling

housing (e.g., townhouses / villas). Since this time, the quantum of additional dwellings

approved have predominantly comprised apartments, further reducing housing choice.

The proposal to introduce manor houses, terraces and medium density housing into the R2 Low

Density Residentiatzone and RFBs in the R3 Medium Density Residentialzone within Station and

Town Centre Precincts has the potential to further reduce housing diversity within the North

Sydney LGA.

Despite multi-dwelling housing and attached dwelling housing being permissible with consent

in the R3 Medium Density Residentiat and R4 High Density Residentiolzones, these residential

housing types are less likely to be pursued as a development option in these zones. This is due

to the larger profits achievable for redeveloping a site with a RFB, as more smaller dwellings can

be accommodated in comparison to dwellings within multi-dwelling housing or attached

dwelling development on the same site. This in turn would reduce the diversity of housing types

being provided within the LGA.

Whilst permitting manor houses, terraces and multi-dwelling housing in the R2 Low Density

Residentiatzones may increase the ability to deliver this type of housing, it would come at the

expense of providing any other low-density housing forms such as detached dwellings and semi-

detached dwellings.

The State Government has over the last 10 years been seeking to increase housing diversity by

promoting the delivery of the "missing middle" (i.e. attached dwellings, townhouses, and villas)'

This position is reinforced through the Regional and District Plans set by the State Government.

However, the intent behind this proposal has seen the State Government shift its focus away

from delivering housing choice in terms of land use type to scale of development in terms of

built form intensity.

Council's Local Housing Strategy (LHS) has identified a clear housing supply gap for key worker

housing and affordable housing for the very low and low-income households. lt also identified

the need to maintain and manage a diverse dwelling mix to meet identified demand and

facilitate affordable choices whilst also provisioning for housing to meet the needs of seniors

and people with disabilities. The LHS also acknowledges that the majority of the new housing to

be delivered in the LGA will comprise apartments within the areas zoned R4 High Density

Residential and 84 Mixed Use (now MU1 mixed Usel.

Therefore, whilst it is recognised that permitting low-rise housing in the R2 Low Density

Residentiatzone and RFBs in the R3 Medium Density Residentialzone could contribute to more

affordable forms of housing across a greater portion of the LGA, it would be at the expense of
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increasing housing diversity. Both issues are important and so any one value should not
necessarily be bluntly prioritised over the other.

Recommendation
dd) Allow councils to determine an appropriate mix of housing, bosed on locdlised

population projections to be implemented through their Local Housing Strategies.

3.10. Other Capacity lssues

Whilst the proposal focuses on increasing density where the State Government has already
expended money on infrastructure, namely transport related, it is silent with regard to the actual
capacity of land to accommodate additional density. There are many other forms of
infrastructure, such as education, health, emergency services, utilities services (e.g. water
supply/removal, electricity, telecommunications etc), open space and community-based
infrastructure (e.g. libraries, child care centres). No consideration has been given to whether
there is sufficient capacity in these types of infrastructure to accommodate the additional
residential density increases proposed. This can only be achieved through the undertaking of a

holistic place-based planning approach.

As has been discussed elsewhere in this submission, the ability to close the infrastructure
provision gap as growth occurs, has been steadily curtailed given the State Government's
restriction on a council's capacity to raise contributions to deliver local infrastructure.

Progression of the Proposal without an appropriate analysis of all matters is likely to lead to
future issues which will require lengthy solution finding after the fact.

Recommendation
bb) Progression of the Proposal should be deferred until a proper ploce-bosed

pldnning process con be undertoken dnd ensure thot all relevont issues hdve been
considered in an qreo's capacity to dccommodate such dn inueose in density or
whether it can subject to appropriate amplilication or oddressing.

3.11. Local lnfrastructure Contributions
The EIE identifies that councils can continue to apply relevant local infrastructure contributions
plans and that some changes may be needed to a council's current contributions framework to
allow for anticipated growth.

It is suggested however, that the Proposal will require all councils affected by the Proposal to
review their local infrastructure contributions plans and determine appropriate updates to
respond to the additional demands for new and augmented local infrastructure created by the
additional population permitted as a result of implementing the Proposal.

Preparation of such a review and implementation of any required amendments takes a

significant amount of time and resources, none of which is likely to be provided by the State
Government. This in turn delays the ability to levy and provide the necessary infrastructure to
meet the demands of the new population.

The recent introduction of the Housing and Productivity Contribution (HPC) to go towards the
provision of state and regional infrastructure such as roads, parks, hospitals and schools further
pressures on housing affordability and should ultimately be paid through general taxes. Further,
HPC funds collected from an area need not be expended in the same area and no direct nexus
needs to be established nor works schedule be committed to as is the case for Local
lnfrastructure Contributions. Therefore, this approach has the potential to widen the
infrastructure gap in some localities,
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Council's current Local lnfrastructure Contributions Plan is also affected by a State imposed 'cap'

of 520,000 per additional dwelling. This cap has been in place since 2010 and has never been

indexed, despite the newly implemented HPC already been subject to indexing, less than 6

months after coming into effect.

The State imposed cap on residential development further hampers the ability to deliver

additional local works, services and facilities, especially in an area such as North Sydney where

acquisition costs for land is extremely high and the ability to deliver additional public open space

in areas of identified intensification is heavily restricted.

Therefore, the S2O,OO0 State cap imposed on local councils is in urgent need of review as the

purchasing power of 520,000 and its ability to fund necessary supporting local infrastructure is

considerably reduced in comparison to what it was 13 years ago.

Recommendation
cc) That the state Government undertake dn immediqte review of the state imposed

inlrastructure contributions cap on residential development to ensure thdt
councils can continue to deliver local inlrastructure to meet luture populotion

demand.
dd) Thot il the proposol is to proceed, that the Stote Government make funding

avoitabte for councils to review ond update their local infrastructure contributions
pldns to dccount for the potential increase in population and the demand

generated for local works, services ond facilities.

3.12. Oversimplification of lssues

Whilst the affordability of housing is recognised as a critical issue, there appears to be too much

focus on increasing housing supply as the only solution.

The current proposed pressure to deliver more housing misinterprets the complex drivers of

housing unaffordability and fails to appreciate the role that planning plays to put the right

housing in the right place, which includes well-designed homes that are integrated with planned

infrastructure, services and facilities to create complete and healthy communities.

It is important to recognise that whilst planning regulates the location and type of new housing,

it doesn't control the speed with which housing is developed - nor affect powerful drivers for

investment in housing. ln short, planning can enable the right housing in the right place - but

planning alone can't deliver more houses. The decision to act on planning approvals largely rests

with property owners, who make decisions based on a range of market factors including the

availability and cost of finance, taxation settings, sales rates, profitability and other market

factors.

No analysis has been provided to demonstrate that there is insufficient capacity in the existing

planning regime to justify the proposed changes. Nor has there been an analysis of the gap

between housing approvals and housing completions. Such an analysis may allude to other

issues that may need to be investigated to increase housing supply. These should be done in

conjunction with any proposal to increase density.

Therefore, in order for the housing affordability and supply issues to be adequately addressed,

further consideration needs to be given to undertaking concurrent reforms outside of the

planning sphere.
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3.13. Speed of delivery
The concurrent TOD Program is seeking to restrict the life of development consents to two years,
to ensure additional housing is delivered more quickly. However, no such incentive is provided
within the ElE. lt is strongly recommended that the same 2 year time limit be placed on any
development permitted within the Station and Town Centres Precincts if the EIE is to be
progressed. This will ensure that housing can be delivered more quickly and prevent the
withholding of its delivery just to satisfy financial gains.

Recommendotion
ee) That o two year life is placed on any consent issued mdde under the EIE provisions

to ensure additional housing is delivered more quickly.

3.14. Conflicting Planning Instruments
The State Government is currently progressing numerous reforms to increase housing supply.
The proposedTOD Progrom and the Low ond Mid-rise Housing E/E both seek to increase housing
supply in proximity of rail-based stations and town centres. This will result in both proposals
applying to the same land in some instances. Whilst it is recognised that most of the provisions
under both proposals are somewhat the same, there are other aspects that are different. This
will lead to a high level of confusion when trying to determine what controls actually apply. lt
will also likely lead to increased assessment times of development applications as both
applicants and determining bodies will be required to address both proposals. To improve
clarity, it is recommended, that if the EIE is progressed, that the EIE not be applied to those sites
which are subject to the TOD Program.

Council also notes the recent amendments made to the Housing SEPP to assist in the delivery of
more affordable housing, through the use of height and FSR bonuses.

The cumulative impacts arising from the combined built form bonuses under the Housing SEPP
and the proposed EIE has the potential to create significant adverse amenity impacts and
demand for existing and new infrastructure. These issues have not been adequately addressed
in the Proposal and could result in the delivery of poor places to live. There is no need to apply
both, as there are sufficient incentives under each mechanism.

Redevelopment of infill areas requires a more sophisticated approach. Ad-hoc approaches, such
as that proposed can overwhelm infrastructure and cause a chain reaction of poor outcomes
and community opposition to development.

It is therefore recommended that the affordable housing provisions under the Housing SEpp
should not apply to the proposed areas that the EIE relates.

Recommendation

Ifl That the bonus provisions under the Housing SEPP for offordable housing and
build-to-rent not apply in conjunction with additional bonus provisions under the
EIE.

Conclusion
Council is supportive of the intent to improve the supply of housing, but subject to undertaking
proper place-based planning, such that any additional housing is appropriately matched to
associated infrastructure provision.
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Council is happy to work the DPHI to identify appropriate areas for increased housing density

with due regard to the opportunities and constraints of each locality to ensure that social,

environmental and economic impacts on these localities is minimised.

This should be undertaken in line with existing strategic planning practices and should start with

the release of the Regionaland District Plans incorporating the new housing targets'

Consideration is also to be given to other mechanisms to increase housing supply through the

removal of existing hurdles post approval of applications.

Council looks forward to working with the DPHI to address these issues.

lf you have any further queries, please contact Council's Director Community, Planning and

Environment, Marcelo Occhiuzzi or Acting Manager Strategic Planning, Neal McCarry on 9936-

8100.

Yours ly

MARCELO OCCHIUZZI

ACTING GENERAL MANAGER
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From:      "Ben Boyd" <Ben.Boyd@northsydney.nsw.gov.au>
Sent:       Wed, 15 May 2024 15:45:01 +1000
To:                        "t1connect" <t1connect@northsydney.nsw.gov.au>
Subject:                FW: North Sydney Council - Low and Mid rise housing policy refinement
Attachments:                   NSC_Feedback form - Stations and centres selection - North Sydney_2.docx

#ECMBODY 
#QAP 1 
#NOREG 
#SILENT 

From: Neal McCarry <Neal.McCarry@northsydney.nsw.gov.au> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:42 PM
To: DPIE PA Stakeholder Engagement Mailbox <stakeholder.engagement@planning.nsw.gov.au>
Cc: tom.loomes@dpie.nsw.gov.au; Daniel.cutler@planning.nsw.gov.au; 
Alison.Burton@planning.nsw.gov.au; Leah.Schramm@planning.nsw.gov.au; 
James.Arnold@planning.nsw.gov.au; Hugh.Rigney@planning.nsw.gov.au; 
alex.speers@planning.nsw.gov.au; Jessica.Arciuli@planning.nsw.gov.au; 
himanshu.chopra@planning.nsw.gov.au; Ben Boyd <Ben.Boyd@northsydney.nsw.gov.au>; Marcelo 
Occhiuzzi <Marcelo.Occhiuzzi@northsydney.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: North Sydney Council - Low and Mid rise housing policy refinement 

Ahead of this Friday’s meeting please find attached the completed table as requested. 

The content within the attached does not represent the resolved position of North Sydney 
Council and are a staff evaluation of the criteria as expressed and understood in the attached 
document and the policy refinement paper. 

Please note questions at rear of document that would be of assistance if answered ahead of our 
meeting this Friday. 

In attendance from NSC will be; 

 Marcelo Occhiuzzi – Director Planning and Environment (may be late due to another
commitment off site)

 Ben Boyd – Executive Strategic Planner
 the undersigned

I look forward to discussing further. 

Regards 

Neal McCarry
Service Unit Manager Strategic Planning

P  +61 2 9936 8325 
Neal.McCarry@northsydney.nsw.gov.au 
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Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure

1

Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form
We would like to work with council to determine which station and town centres precincts are suitable to be included in the policy. We have undertaken a 
preliminary screening to eliminate the most unsuitable station and town centres based on location and service levels (refer to the Policy Refinement Paper 
for details).

We request that council review the initial list of stations and town centres in the form below and select either ‘Yes’ (include) or ‘No’ (request to 
exclude) for each station and town centre. 

If you select ‘No’ to any station or town centre, we request that reasons are provided having consideration for the assessment criteria below. 

If you could please complete and return the form at least 1 business day prior to the workshop, this will ensure we can have a productive meeting.
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 2

Assessment criteria for further exclusions of station and town centres
We will assess the reasons provided by council for proposed further exclusions of stations and town centres from the initial list. The initial lists are intended 
to be preliminary screenings designed to eliminate the most unsuitable stations and centres, focusing on location and service levels without considering 
other factors. 

The factors that the Department will consider for further exclusions will include, but are not limited to, the following:

 Essential infrastructure: These concerns should be critical and urgent, rather than general issues that can be addressed over time. Essential 
infrastructure includes water, sewage, stormwater, and electricity.

 Road infrastructure: These issues should be critical and urgent, rather than general issues that can be addressed over time. General traffic 
management is not considered a critical issue.

 Quality of train service: The initial screening included frequencies, distance to major hubs, and co-location with town centres, so the remaining 
issues may relate to capacity or reliability.

 Quality of bus services in town centres: The initial screening included a basic bus service screening for town centres, the remaining issues may 
relate to capacity, reliability, and frequency.

 Level of service of town centres: The initial screening was for the presence of a major supermarket, which was intended to predict the overall level 
of service of a centre. There may be some centres that contain a major supermarket, but do not have an adequate range of other frequently needed 
shops and services.

 Land constraints and environmental risks within the precincts will be dealt with separately via direct land exclusions in Refinements 5, 6 and 7 (refer 
to Policy Refinement Paper)
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 3

North Sydney – Station and Town Centre selections form
Station and 
Centre 
Precincts

Location and description Council Response: 

Include?

Council Response: 

If no, please provide key reasons?

Town centre 
precincts

Cammeray Square Shopping Centre NO  Zoned E1 Local Centre

 Largest shop in Cammeray Square is a Harris Farm “supermarket” with a retail 
sales area of 480sqm and total area of 580sqm.

 Remaining retail tenancies are approximately 40-100sqm in area.

 Other services limited to:
o Restaurants / cafés
o Patisserie
o Clothing
o Pharmacy
o Liquor store
o Butcher

 Cammeray Square is detached from the remainder of the Cammeray Local 
Centre to the North, which contain a limited numbers of services including:
o Supermarket (250sqm);
o Service station
o Restaurants / Cafes
o Real estate agents
o Personal grooming services
o Liquor stores

 Cammeray Local Centre is devoid of any banks, post offices, pharmacies and 
community facilities capable of accommodating a resident population’s day to 
day needs.

RECOMMENDATION

Exclude the Cammeray Town Centre, including Cammeray Square Shopping 
Centre. 
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 4

Station and 
Centre 
Precincts

Location and description Council Response: 

Include?

Council Response: 

If no, please provide key reasons?

Cremorne (MU1 zoned area only) NO  Zoned MU1 Mixed Use

 Small shopping centre – Cremorne Town Centre – located on southern side of 
Military Road.

 Largest shop in Cammeray Town Centre is a SUPA IGA “supermarket” with a 
retail sales area of approx. 1,000sqm and total area of 1,500sqm – therefore 
not a full line supermarket.

 Remaining retail tenancies in are approximately 40-100sqm in area.

 Other services limited to:
o Restaurants / cafés
o Various shops
o Pharmacies
o Fitness centres
o Liquor stores
o Cinema
o Personal health
o Real estate agents

 Cremorne Local Centre is devoid of any banks, post offices, and community 
facilities capable of accommodating a resident population’s day to day needs.

RECOMMENDATION

 Exclude the Cremorne Town Centre.
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 5

Station and 
Centre 
Precincts

Location and description Council Response: 

Include?

Council Response: 

If no, please provide key reasons?

Crows Nest (North Sydney side) YES*  Zoned E2 Commercial Centre & MU1 Mixed Use

 Contains a high variety of retail and business premises capable of servicing the 
local community.  In particular predominantly contains:
o Two (2) full line supermarkets (Coles – Willoughby Road) and Woolworths – 

Falcon Street)
o Restaurants / cafés
o Various retail shops
o Pharmacies
o Banks
o Liquor stores
o Personal health
o Real estate agents
o Community facilities

 Well serviced by public transport in terms of Metro and bus services.

 Land south-east of Hayberry Street and Bruce Street provides very limited 
ground level commercial opportunities.  Uses are predominantly limited to 
restaurants/cafes, office premises and medical suites, which are incapable of 
providing for the day to day needs of the community.

Recommendation

 Exclude land zoned MU1 Mixed Use, located south-east of Hayberry and Bruce 
Streets
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 6

Station and 
Centre 
Precincts

Location and description Council Response: 

Include?

Council Response: 

If no, please provide key reasons?

Milsons Point NO  Zoned MU1 Mixed Use

 Non-residential uses predominately limited to ground level of buildings if 
present at all.

 Three (3) supermarkets ranging in size from approx. 150 – 400sqm.

 Other non-residential uses limited to restaurants / cafes, personal care, medical 
suites and real estate agents.

 Milsons Point is devoid of any banks, post offices, pharmacies and community 
facilities capable of accommodating a resident population’s day to day needs.

Recommendation

 Exclude land zoned MU1 located at Milsons Point

Note Land would be effectively re-incorporated by virtue of location of 
Milsons Point Railway Station

Neutral Bay YES – as per criteria 
only – contrary to 
council resolution.

 Council resolved on 12 February 2024 to request that Neutral Bay be excluded 
from the Town Centre Precincts

 Zoned MU1 Mixed Use

 Contains three (3) full line supermarkets:
o Woolworths Neutral Bay Village (Rangers Road) – Approx 3,300sqm
o Woolworths Neutral Bay (Grosvenor Street) – Approx. 3,600sqm
o Coles Neutral Bay (Big Bear – Military Road) – Approx. 2,000sqm

 Large variety of retail shops, restaurants/cafes, personal health, pharmacies, 
post office, banks and community facilities to cater for the community’s day to 
day needs.

 Existing bus routes along Military Road are at or over capacity during peak 
hours.  Northern side of Military Road is better serviced than the southern side 
due to parallel bus route along Gerard St/Belgrave St.
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 7

Station and 
Centre 
Precincts

Location and description Council Response: 

Include?

Council Response: 

If no, please provide key reasons?

North Sydney YES*  Council resolved on 12 February 2024 to request that land zoned MU1 outside 
of the North Sydney Centre be excluded from the Town Centre Precincts.

 Zoned E2 Commercial Centre & MU1 Mixed Use

 E2 zoned land located east of the Warringah Freeway is proposed to be rezoned 
MU1 Mixed Use.  This area is completely detached from the main CBD and 
provides small scale office premises and some shops incapable of providing for 
the day to day needs of residents.

 MU1 zoned land located generally north of McLaren Street, is predominantly 
occupied by office based premises with a small concentration of restaurants 
and cafes along Miller Street between Ridge Street and McLaren and southern 
side of Ridge Street and are incapable of providing for the day to day needs of 
residents.

 Highly serviced by public transport both heavy rail, metro and bus.

Recommendation

 Exclude land zoned MU1 Mixed Use that is not located within the North 
Sydney Centre as identified under NSLEP 2013.

 Exclude land zoned E2 Commercial Centre east of the Warringah Freeway
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 8

Station and 
Centre 
Precincts

Location and description Council Response: 

Include?

Council Response: 

If no, please provide key reasons?

St Leonards (North Sydney side) YES  Zoned E2 Commercial Centre & MU1 Mixed Use

 Does not contain a full line supermarket.  But note there are substantially sized 
supermarkets in adjoining LGAs including IGA Romeo’s Food Hall (The Forum), 
and Coles (88 Christie St) and QE Foodstores (472-486 Pacific Hwy).

 Area contains a variety of office premises, restaurants/cafes, retail shops, a 
post office, pubs.

 Area undergoing significant change and may not preclude the increase in the 
provision of retail services to cater for the day to day needs of the community.

 Highly serviced by public transport both heavy rail, metro and bus.

Recommendation

 Include all land zoned E2 Commercial Centre and MU1 Mixed Use

Crows Nest Metro Station YES  Regular services provided

Milsons Point Station YES  Regular services provided

North Sydney Station YES  Regular services provided

St Leonards Station YES  Regular services provided

Victoria Cross Metro Station YES  Regular services provided

Waverton Station YES  Regular services provided

Stations 
precincts

Wollstonecraft Station YES  Regular services provided
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 9

ADDITIONAL INFO
Supermarkets -
Location & Size (sqm)

>2,000

1000-2000

500-1000

200-500

100-200

<100

Underlying Zones

E1 Local Centre

E2 Commercial Centre

MU1 Mixed Use
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 10

Requested Exclusion from 
Town Centre Precincts

Underlying Zones

E1 Local Centre

E2 Commercial Centre

MU1 Mixed Use

Employment zones 
requested to be 
excluded
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Low- and Mid-Rise Housing: Station and Town Centre Selection Form

Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 11

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

1. How are “supermarkets with a retail floor area exceeding 2,000 square meters” actually defined?  There are numerous terms that the retail industry 
use to define what is included or excluded.  For instance, is it related to the total GFA (i.e. everything) sometimes called trading area, or the area 
limited to shoppers only.

2. Will catchment areas be based on “walkable” or “as the crow flies”.  The recently gazetted TOD SEPP used “as the crow flies” catchments rather than 
a walkable catchment, used everywhere else.

3. Will catchment areas be mapped?

4. Will catchments for the “Town Centre Precincts” be measured from their centre’s or their outer zone boundaries?
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

200 Miller Street, North Sydney, NSW 2060 | ABN 32 353 260 317  

All correspondence PO Box 12, North Sydney, NSW 2059 

M 0438 857 547 | E mayor@northsydney.nsw.gov.au  

W www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au 

11 June 2024 
 
Madam Secretary Kiersten Fishburn 
Department of Planning, Housing and Infrastructure 
Locked Bag 5022 
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124 
 
 
Via email: Kiersten.fishburn@dphi.nsw.gov.au  
 
Dear Madam Secretary 
 
Low to Midrise Housing – North Sydney Council response to Station and Town Centre Selection Criteria dated 
15 May 2024 
 
I write to correct and clarify the record in relation to the above form submitted on behalf of North Sydney 
Council. 
 
On 12 February 2024 Council considered the Expression of Intended Effect in respect of the proposed Low to 
Midrise Housing reforms and resolved, relevantly, as follows (my emphasis in bold): 
 
“1.THAT Council strongly object to the rushed and poorly planned proposed reforms, particularly as exhibited in 
the Explanation of Intended Effect dated December 2023. 
2.THAT Council prepare a submission objecting to the proposals and that the submission be based on the 
information and issues contained within the report and include the following: 
• The blunt one-size fits all approach (with the same controls applying from Newcastle to Wollongong and 
Greater Sydney) undermines good planning principles and does not address local infrastructure capacity, 
delivery of utilities and social infrastructure to meet additional population, environmental and heritage impacts 
geographical differences and local conditions;  
• The lack of transparency and rushed community consultation creates uncertainty in the community. 
• The lack of place-based planning will fail to deliver the stated desired outcomes to increase affordable 
housing;  
• Call for a proper place-based planning process led by Council with input from the community with reasonable 
timeframes for delivery.  
• Call for publication of housing targets for each of the TOD precincts and local government areas and for the 
publication of any planning assessment undertaken by the Department in developing the proposed changes. 
• Call for release of the (former) Greater Cities Commission draft housing targets which were to be release in 
September/October 2023.  
• Refrain from identifying any E1 centres or MU1 zones as “town centre precincts”. “ 
 
You will note that in the covering email authored by Council’s Service Unit Manager, Strategic Planning 
attaching the above response form dated 15 May 2024, it was clearly stated that the “content within the 
attached does not represent the resolved position of North Sydney Council and are a staff evaluation of the 
criteria as expressed and understood in the attached document and policy refinement paper”.   
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In addition, the table to the response form dated 15 May 2024 relating to Neutral Bay contains the following 
note “-as per criteria only – contrary to Council resolution”. 
 
As you would be aware there are a number of Planning Proposals currently before the Department seeking 
significant upzoning to provide additional residential dwellings in the Neutral Bay Village precinct (eg. 
Woolworths, Rangers Road/Yeo Street – Gateway approval) as well as a development application submitted by 
Coles on Grosvenor Street and Grosvenor Lane which provides for significant new residential dwellings.    
 
In addition, on 27 May 2024 Council adopted a place-based Planning Study for Neutral Bay. 
 
I, therefore, strongly reiterate that Council’s position remains that rather than the crude “one size fits all” 
approach of the proposed reforms, there ought to be a proper place-based planning process led by Council 
with input from the community with reasonable timeframes for delivery.    
 
Furthermore, Council refrains from identifying any E1 and MU1 zones as “town centre precincts”, including 
Neutral Bay. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me to discuss the above. 
 
 Yours faithfully, 
 

 
 
 Councillor Zoë Baker 
 MAYOR 
 
cc: stakeholder.engagement@planning.nsw.gov.au 
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